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B’n’M pro staffers Michael
Haney and Rodney Crimm
are firm believers in fishing
for cats at night. Witness
these nice specimens from
the Alabama River.
(Photo by John N. Felsher)

Catfish Connections
I w a s r e ce n tly a ske d
w h e t h e r fish in g wa s ju st
a b o u t t ou r n a m e n ts. M y r e p ly
w a s a bso lu te ly n o t. It is
j u s t a ve r y visib le p la tfo r m
w h i c h ca n h ig h lig h t th e
s p o r t , p r o vid e a co m p e titive
p l a t f o r m fo r p e o p le wh o
l i k e t o co m p e te a n d a wa y
t o c r e a te n e w p r o d u ctive
t e c h n i q u e s. T h is is tr u e
o f a n y sp o r t. Ba se d o n
t h i s q u e stio n , it g o t m e to
t h i n k i n g a b o u t wh a t we a r e
t r y i n g to a cco m p lish with
o u r C a t fish No w fish in g r e so u r ce .
We wa n t to p r o vid e a ve r y e a sy wa y for anyone to
l e a r n h o w to Ca tfish . We r e a lize th a t th e re are many
l e v e l s of kn o wle d g e a b o u t th e sp o r t fr o m begi nner to
p r o f e s s i o n a l. T h is r e q u ir e s o u r sta ff to p r ovi de how -to
i n f o o n te ch n iq u e s fo r e a ch le ve l. Ou r jo b i s to teach,
p r o m o t e, a n d g ive yo u a wa y to h a ve r e laxi ng fun as
y o u e n ga g e in th e sp o r t.
I l e a r ne d h o w to ca tfish a s a b o y. It wa s very basi c, a
c a n e p ole , n ylo n lin e , b o b b e r, sin ke r s m a d e i n w ooden
m o l d s f r o m u se d le a d , e a g le cla w h o o ks and natural
b a i t s . We u se d live b a it ca p tu r e d in th e wi l d such as
w o r m s , cr a wfish , cr icke ts. We ca u g h t lo ts of fi sh from
t h e b a n ks o f d itch e s, cr e e ks, swa m p s o r n atural l akes.
F i s h i n g p r e ssu r e h a s le d u s to r e fin e o u r techni ques
b u t k n o w in g h o w to u se th e m r e q u ir e s so me hel p. We
w i l l c o n tin u e to p e r fo r m o u r g o a ls o f show i ng each
k n o w l e dg e le ve l h o w to fish . Sta y tu n e d as w e make
s o m e ch a n g e s. Ou r fu tu r e in clu d e s a reformatted
w e b s i t e to h e lp m e e t o u r g o a ls a n d se r ve you better.
I n v i t e a fr ie n d to r e a d Ca tfish No w.co m. It i s free
w i t h N O str in g s a tta ch e d .
G o d Ble ss, Go o d F ish in g , a n d Re m e m ber to take a
c h i l d f i s h in g !
D a n D a nn e n m u e lle r, Pu b lish e r
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by Ron Presley

Catfishing from the bank at night can be comfortable and productive.

T

he right location, the right tackle, the right
bait, and the right amount of patience will
put plenty of catfish on the dinner table day
or night, and you don’t need a boat. Choosing
a night trip in the heat of the summer can add
to your success as well as your comfort.
It is a known fact, reported by freshwater
biologists, that catfish do well in just about any
body of water, from clear to muddy conditions.
They can be targeted in streams, ponds, rivers
and reservoirs. Add the relative simplicity of
catching them and they are also a perfect
choice for beginning anglers, young and old
alike.
Expenses are another factor that favors
the shoreline angler. Out of pocket costs are

Get to your spot early and be ready before
the sun goes down.
considerably lower since anglers don’t have to
buy gas and oil or be stuck with related costs
like insurance or repairs on a boat. Fishing
time is saved too, since you don’t have to
load, unload, and maintain the boat. Add it all
up and you are spending more time fishing,
spending less money, and with a little luck,
putting more catfish in the cooler.
Why Nighttime?
The idea that you have to fish at night to
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SHORELINE SUCCESS AT NIGHT

catch catfish has long been argued. Most
serious catfish anglers agree that catfish feed
when they are hungry and that can be day or
night. Nevertheless, many anglers continue to
think that catfishing is better at night. Some of
that thinking may simply be passed on from
parents to kids, but science suggests a few
reasons it could be true.
The very fact that catfish use the taste buds
in their barbells to sense food suggest that they
don’t need daylight to feed. Also, their small
eyes in relation to the body indicate that sight
is not needed to feed. Scientists also tell us
that catfish have chemoreceptors across their
entire bodies that allow them to taste anything
they touch. It alerts them to whether or not it
is food or something else. Put all this together
and catfish can certainly feed without daylight.
Regardless of your personal beliefs between
day and night productivity, fishing for cats at
night is a great alternative. It will be cooler,

Fishing at night does require some special
equipment. Don’t forget the bug repellant
and a light source.
there will be less activity on the waterway, and
it offers a more peaceful environment to enjoy
your fishing in.
Just remember, fishing after the sun goes
down requires some different equipment and
supplies. Don’t forget the bug spray, flashlights,
a lantern and any other creature comforts you
might want.
Vote with Your Feet (Location, Location
Location)
There is an old adage in business that the
most important part of being successful is
location, location, location.
Thinking about location reminds me of a
premise from a college political science class.
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SHORELINE SUCCESS AT NIGHT

People vote with their feet. If they don’t like a
particular location for some reason, they are
likely to move on until they find a place they
do like.
The same thing should be true with your
catfishing. If you don’t hook up in an hour
or so you should consider moving to a new
location unless you expect a change in fishing
conditions. The move does not necessarily
have to be far. I can remember many fishing
trips where I was not doing well and a fellow
just down the bank from me was hauling them
in. A short move can make a big difference.
An important part of choosing the right
location is structure. Catfish are a little different
than crappie, where a brush pile in calm water
will hold crappie. In the case of catfish, you
still want structure, but it is also nice to find
some current if you are fishing a stream or
river. The current will help send a scent trail
downstream and the catfish will follow it back
to its source—your bait.
As you choose your location look for
something that is out of the ordinary for the
area you are fishing. Maybe it’s a shoreline

Make the right decisions on location and
bait and your nighttime adventure many be
reward with a nice cat like this.
that comes out to a point. That anomaly can
change the current and make a good catfish
hole.
Look for large laydowns that changes the
current and creates an eddy so you have
current and still water near the same area.
B’n’M Pro Staffer, Jason Aycock, advises
anglers to cast a few baits in the seam between
the current and the eddy and a couple more in
the slack water.
Also, don’t forget what you know from your
daytime fishing. The same things that attract
the catfish in the daylight keep them in the
area at night.
“Cats will come in to the shallow flats and
feed at night,” added Aycock. “So, I will try to
find an area I usually fish during the day time
that has some shallow flats with a lot of cover.
Fan out as many baits around on the flat as
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SHORELINE SUCCESS AT NIGHT
possible. If I could find a point or a cut in the
bank, I would look really hard at it also.”
Old bridges and dikes can also change
the current and provide ambush points as the
current runs around them. Spending time to
find the right location will pay big dividends in
the long run as you develop skills related to
finding the fish.
Tackle and Rigging
Once a location has been determined there
are many rigs to choose from. Most catfish
anglers like to put out multiple poles. The more
baits in the water the more chances to catch
a fish. The only limitation is the local fishery
laws that regulate the number of poles that
can be used at any given time.
The length of your pole will depend on
where you fish. The major factor is how far
you have to cast to reach your catfish holes.
“Using a 10-foot rod like the Silver Cat
from B’n’M Poles is a huge help to the bank
fisherman if he needs a lot of distance with
the cast,” instructed Aycock. “A few extra feet
might mean the difference between getting
skunked or landing that fish of a lifetime. It
really can be a game of inches.”
If casting distance is not important, a 7-foot
rod, either spinning or casting, will do the job.
A strong backbone should be part of your
selected rod.
In my home state of Florida, the record
channel catfish weighed 44.5 pounds but
those are very rare. If you fish in trophy
blue cat country the potential size increases
tremendously. Needless to say, you better
have the right equipment and be ready for a
big catfish at all times.
Catfish tackle is simple and inexpensive.
This makes it easy for anyone to enjoy the
sport. Not counting a rod and reel the basic
tackle includes swivels, sinkers, leader
material, floats and hooks.
“Rigging is really no different than you use in
a boat,” advises Aycock. “If you are in current,
use a 3-way rig. Begin by tying a 3-way swivel
on the mainline. Choose a braided main line
sized appropriate to the fish you are targeting.”
Since Aycock is normally targeting larger
fish he adds a drop line of 50-pound leader

with a 7/0 Daiichi Circle Hook. The sinker drop
line is 2 feet of 20-pound leader and a weight
to match the current.
“The proper size weight is a matter of
trial and error,” explains Aycock. “I want the
smallest weight that will hold my bait in place.
The lighter leader on the sinker line will make
it easier to break off when snagged and make
re-rigging simpler.”

“...catfish use the taste buds in
their barbells to sense food...”
“If I don’t have current, I would go to a
Carolina rig,” continued Aycock. “Sometimes
referred to as a slip sinker rig, the Carolina rig
starts with a barrel sinker slid up the mainline.
Attach a swivel to hold the sinker in place.
Next, add a length of monofilament leader and
then a Daiichi Circle Hook. I will often attach
a float to the leader down by the hook to raise
the bait a little off the bottom.”
Baits of Choice
Catfish are known to eat just about anything
you throw at them. Some catfish anglers like
plain old earthworms where others favor
fresh or frozen chicken livers. Some like
frozen shrimp while others place their bet on
fresh peeled shrimp. It really depends on the
targeted species.
Cut bait is a universal favorite. Aycock likes
to use whatever type of natural bait is common
in the waters he fishes.
“If you’re in the Mississippi, Missouri,
Tennessee, or Ohio Rivers my go-to-bait would
be skipjack. Others I like to use are mooneye
herring or Asian carp.”
“You know, most people underestimate
bank fishing,” concluded Aycock. “Heck
when I’m tournament fishing from a boat I’m
right next to the bank 50 percent of the time.
Sometimes, if the rules would allow, I would
rather be on the bank.”
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- Ron Presley

CATFISH BASICS

Catfish Basics #069

Short Strikes – Carson Pierce

One of Carson Pierce’s favorite baits is skipjack heads.
However, over time he realized that sometimes he was
missing the bites on heads. After some consideration
he remedied the situation by altering his rig.
Now if the bite is not aggressive and he is missing
fish he uses a snell knot to add a second circle hook
below the first one to take a second but smaller bait.
The distance between the two hooks is determined by
the size of skipjack head he is using.
With the new rig tied, he pins the head on the top hook and adds a small
piece of fillet on the bottom hook. His experimentation has proven this rig to
catch more fish when they are not biting aggressively.
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HOW TO?

B’n’M How-to Video:
River Savvy
with Austin Pierce, Arkansas
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Catfish Gear #019 — Catfish Products from Team Catfish Tackle

T

eam Catfish Tackle offers more than
100 products geared specifically for
catfish anglers. Researching what
anglers need has helped Team Catfish
create and supply everything a catfish
angler wants. It is one stop shopping
for bait, equipment, terminal tackle, and
clothing.
To beat the heat in the hot summertime,
consider Team Catfish Secret 7 Dip Bait
to put some channel cats on the dinner
table. Just tie a Dip Tube J-hook to your
favorite rig, punch it down in the Secret
7, and cast it out. It’s just that simple.
Follow this link to a video that will
show you exactly how to use Secret 7.
https://teamcatfish.com/how-to-get-

Channel catfish exists in almost every body
of water in the U.S. Secret 7 can be used to
catch them wherever you are.
started-using-catfish-dip-bait/
One of the newest Team Catfish baits
is the Fiber Nuggets. The basis of this
packaged bait is similar to the formula
used in Secret Seven and Sudden Impact
except that it is packed full of fiber. The
fiber allows anglers to use the nuggets on
J-hooks, circle hooks, and treble hooks.
Anglers who have use the product testify
to its toughness and ability to stay on the
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hook. Fiber Nuggets are a game changer when it comes to
dough type baits.
Also, don’t miss the new Team Catfish Tackle apparel
designs that came out in 2019. You can check it all out on
the Team Catfish website.
For information on Team Catfish Tackle visit the website
at www.teamcatfish.com or call at (866) 466 5738. How-to
Videos are available on their YouTube Channel at https://
www.youtube.com/user/TeamCatfish1.
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by Keith “Catfish” Sutton

Fishing in darkness can be tough, but night-loving cats are more likely to
bite then.

A

n owl’s hoot had just echoed through
the night air when I felt the first tap on
my line.
“Here, son,” I said, handing the pole to
12-year-old Josh. “I feel one biting. Get
ready to set the hook.”
Josh tensed with anticipation.
“Don’t get in a hurry,” I said. “Wait till it
starts swimming away.”
“I feel him yanking it,” Josh said. “He feels
like he’s got it.”
Suddenly, the fish surged away, putting
a stiff bend in the rod. There was no doubt
now the fish was on. It twisted and turned as
Josh grimaced and cranked.
After a brief but exciting tussle, the fish
came in, resigned to its fate and croaking

The hours between sunset and sunrise are
hard to beat for fast-paced catfishing action.
softly. It was a nice channel cat, 5 pounds
of muscle and mouth, and before we left the
lake it would be joined by nine more of its
whiskered brethren. For Josh, this was a
little like heaven.
I’ve been fishing for catfish since I was
big enough to hold a cane pole. Now I
have six sons who share my enjoyment
of the sport. When possible, we make our
catfishing forays at night. That’s when cats
bite best, and a night-fishing junket is far
more memorable for the boys than a daytime
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NIGHT FISHING 101
outing.
If your idea of a fun summer outing is
sitting around the motor home sipping sodas
and watching TV, then nighttime catfishing
is probably not for you. But if you don’t mind
a snake dropping in for a visit now and then;
if you don’t mind reeking of shad guts and
limburger stinkbait; if the hummingbird drone
of a million mosquitoes fighting over the
tender cuts of your body doesn’t drive you
bonkers; if you’re not repulsed by the feel
of catfish slime and bottom ooze between
your digits; then, maybe, just maybe, a
witching hour safari for cats is your ticket to
happiness.
A catfishing adventure is the best of all
ways to scratch your fishing itch. You’re
almost sure to catch a few fish for the frying
pan, and there’s always a good chance
you’ll hook a big flathead or blue cat that
outweighs any fish you’ve ever caught.
Be Prepared
Mosquitoes are night creatures, too, so
insect repellent is a must (on you, but never
your bait). You’ll need a good lantern, and if
you’re bank fishing, a lawn chair and some
rod holders. Pick a body of water where
catfish are abundant (your state fisheries
department can recommend some), and
carry plenty of bait. Good all-around choices
include baitfish (minnows, shad or sunfish),
night crawlers, crawfish, catalpa worms and
stinkbaits.
Tackle Tips
Simple tackle is best for darkside catting.
Most anglers use a medium-action rod-andreel combo to better reach offshore fishing
spots. Six- to 15-pound line and size 1 to
2/0 hooks are OK for the small “eating-size”
catfish most folks are after.
When fishing for cats 20 pounds and up
(100-pounders are possible in some waters),
use a long rod, 7 feet at least, for more hookThe author’s son Josh with a nice flathead
caught on a dark night while fishing on the
White River in Arkansas.
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NIGHT FISHING 101

Most catfish anglers are just hoping to catch
a mess of small fish to eat, but possibilities
for trophy specimens like this increase
during the hours of darkness.
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NIGHT FISHING 101
setting and fighting power. Those constructed
with graphite/fiberglass composites offer
strength, sensitivity, flexibility and moderate
pricing. Bait-casting reels are toughest and
provide more power for cranking in big fish.
Look for a solid frame, tough gears and
smooth casting, plus enough line capacity
for the conditions you fish. The best for night
fishing also feature a “clicker” mechanism
that gives an audible signal when line is
pulled from the reel, thus indicating that a
catfish is taking your bait.
Use big needle-sharp hooks for big fish—
8/0 or better, with heavy wire construction
that won’t bend. For big-cat bait, use fish
and nothing but fish. My favorite is a thick
chunk of shad, herring or other oily baitfish
for blue and channel catfish, and a lively
sunfish or bullhead for big flatheads.

“Some folks say you can catch as
many catfish during the day as you
can at night. Maybe some folks do,
but I’m not one of them.”
Tactics
Fish on bottom, using a sinker heavy
enough to carry your bait down. Or use a
bobber to float the bait slightly above bottom.
Don’t get antsy; let the bait sit several
minutes before moving it. Like kids after
fresh-baked cookies, cats smell their treats
then track them down.
You can fish from a boat or from shore, as
you prefer.
A boat offers more mobility. Bank-bound
anglers are limited in the choice of fishing
areas. Anglers in boats aren’t. If you’ve been
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NIGHT FISHING 101
fishing in one spot for a while, and the fishing
is unproductive or the bite stops, you can
move quickly to another spot. Your range is
limited only by the size of your fuel tank.
Unfortunately, boating at night can
be hazardous. For that reason, most
catfishermen do their night fishing from
shore. A campfire is built, the rigs are baited
and cast, and the rods are propped on forked
sticks or placed in holders. The participants
sit and sip coffee while they shoot the breeze.
A cat probably will bite sooner or later, and
the action starts. But if not, it’s an enjoyable
outing anyway. The camaraderie makes it
worthwhile.
If the action part of the outing is as
important as the aesthetics, be sure to pick
a bank-fishing site within casting distance
of prime catfishing areas. This might be a
clearing on shore near the outside bend of
a river, a spot under a shady tree beside a
farm pond levee or a gravel bar adjacent a
deep hole on a small stream. The best areas
have flat, brush-free banks where casting
is easy, and you don’t have to worry about
ticks and snakes crawling up your britches
legs.
Place your fishing combo in a rod holder
properly set in the ground, put the reel in
free-spool, flip on your bait clicker and relax
until the action starts. This technique is
excellent when targeting trophy catfish that
tend to roam in search of prey at night.

best night-fishing trips.
I still fish at night when time permits.
The number of catfish I catch doesn’t really
matter, though. I fish at night for reasons
that have nothing to do with mathematics.
I go to listen to the whip-poor-wills and
owls. I go to smell the freshness of the night
air. I go to feel a cool twilight breeze rustling
my hair. I go to see the heavens ablaze with
countless stars.
Mostly, I go to relax and enjoy some time
with friends and family. If we catch a mess
of catfish now and then, that’s a bonus. If
we don’t, none of us really cares. What’s
important is the companionship an afterhours catfishing excursion provides.

As Different as Night and Day
Some folks say you can catch as many
catfish during the day as you can at night.
Maybe some folks do, but I’m not one of
them.
My best catch ever came on a dark,
moonless night in spring while fishing from a
Mississippi River sandbar. In just four hours,
a friend and I caught more than 150 catfish—
mostly flatheads, a few blues and channels,
several over 20 pounds. I’ve had 100 cat
nights more times than I can remember.
I catch lots of catfish in the day, too, and
nowadays, I must admit, most of my fishing
is done when the sun is up. But my best
daytime excursions have never equaled my
16 Catfish NOW August 2019

- Keith Sutton

IF YOU’RE NOT USING DRIFTMASTER...
GOOD LUCK!

MADE IN USA
.COM

ROD HOLDERS &
TROLLING SYSTEMS
BLACK RIVER TOOLS, INC.

803-473-4927
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HOW TO?

CFN How-to Video:
Dough Bait Tip
with Captain Joe Dennis
Father and Sons Outdoors
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CATFISH BASICS

Catfish Basics #070

Nite Bite Cats – Aaron Wheatley,
SeaArk Boats

Fishing in August can be extremely hot and uncomfortable in the
daytime. Probably the easiest fix for that is to fish at night. Not only is
it cooler, but the amount of traffic on the water is considerably less.
Aaron Wheatley is the originator and director of the long-running
Monsters on the Ohio catfish tournament out of Owensboro, KY.
Wheatley does his share of nighttime fishing.
“I personally go shallow in the summertime at night,” instructs
Wheatley. “I’m talking 8 to 13 feet deep.”
“I target large flats, close to deep water,” he continued. “The bait will move into that
shallow water and the cats will follow. Unlike most, I drift fish that shallow water and catch
high-quality fish.”
Whether he is drifting, dragging, anchoring, bumping, or walking, Wheatley always
runs a 3-way rig. When he is drifting or dragging, he adds a Demon Dragon.
“Not sure what it is BUT there’s something to them Demon Dragons,” joked Wheatley.
“You can teach and old dog new tricks, if he is a teachable one!”
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Trophy Catfish for the Future

by Ron Presley

A

Don’t Be That Guy

s tournament anglers become educated
on the subject of fish health, they tend
to take it more seriously. Hot summer
temperatures can make it hard to care for
fish in a livewell. Oxygen levels are quickly
depleted and the more fish in the well the
quicker it goes. Actually, just one big fish can
use up the oxygen pretty fast.
A dead fish can make the difference
between being in or out of the money at a
tournament, but more importantly a dead
fish can’t be enjoyed by future generations of
catfishers.
Most catfish anglers who are serious about
bringing live fish to the weigh-in are also
serious about releasing them in a condition
where they will survive after being released.
Tournament angler Wade Kaminsky is one
angler who does everything he can to ensure
a healthy release.
“When I first started fishing in 2013,
I caught good numbers of small catfish,”
recalled Kaminsky. “I took them home and
cleaned them for the dinner table. It wasn’t
until I caught a 30-pound class blue cat that I
considered releasing the fish back (which I did).
After watching my first tournament weight in I
realized that some anglers’ livewells weren’t
up to the task of keeping fish healthy. I knew I
didn’t want to be in that category.”
“Delayed mortality is real,” continued
Kaminsky. “It happens if the fish are deprived
too long in a stressful environment like a
livewell.”
“When I bought my SeaArk I had full

intentions of fishing tournaments,” he
said. “Since I wanted to release my fish as
healthy as possible. I spent countless hours
searching the internet and everything I found
said mortality and delayed mortality were
due to low oxygen levels. As water temps
get higher, oxygen levels go down and aren’t
high enough to support stressed out fish. This
starts happening around 70 degrees.”
The biologists at the first Mississippi River
Monsters tournament in Memphis addressed
this issue at the captains meeting. They
stressed the importance of oxygen to the fish.
They also tested livewells for dissolved oxygen
content and reported it to the anglers. Then,
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CATFISH CONSERVATION
The Science Behind Dissolved Oxygen
The air we breathe as humans
contains about 21 percent oxygen.
It is what keeps us alive. Fish need
oxygen too, but they don’t have
lungs so they take their oxygen from
the water they live in. Scientist call
it dissolved oxygen and the fish use
their gills to get the oxygen from the
water into their bodies.
Oxygen, in a fish’s world, is a
rare and precious resource. Water
has only a very tiny amount of the
dissolved oxygen that fish require to
live. According to the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service, most fish do well This inconspicuous oxygen bottle can
when the dissolved oxygen is five parts mean the difference between life and death
per million (ppm) or higher. When the of a trophy catfish during the hot summer
months.
dissolved oxygen is less than five ppm,
they become uncomfortable and when
it falls to two ppm or lower, they begin
to suffocate and die.
In tournament situations where the dissolved oxygen content becomes too
low, it can be remedied by adding pure oxygen. This is what many tournament
anglers are doing to improve fish health at release and reduce mortality rates.
It is certainly worth the effort to help maintain a trophy catfish population.
When you see an oxygen bottle strapped to an inconspicuous spot in the
boat, that is evidence that the angler is doing his best to take care of the fish so
they can be released as healthy as possible.
they did their due diligence by transported
the live catfish caught in the tournament back
to the river in tanks that were equipped with
oxygen dispersing units.
Kaminsky is a 100% believer in pure
oxygen to relieve stressed fish. He points to
the conservation-minded biologist at MRM
and commercially transported fish for stocking
purposes as evidence. They use pure oxygen
in their processes. Adding oxygen is a huge
step toward catfish health, but it is not the only
thing.

“In my opinion,” concluded Kaminsky.
“On top of having oxygen, a tournament
livewell needs to have the ability to fill fast
with fresh water, be able to recirculate, pump
out if needed, and vent the gasses that can
accumulate in the livewell. All these things
work as a system. It’s this system that gives
these fish a fighting chance to live on after
being released.”
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- Ron Presley

by John N. Felsher

When the lights go out the big cats come out to prowl.

D

uring warm months like July and August,
many recreational boaters enjoy the
waters in various craft, particularly on
weekends. But as nighttime approaches
the waters become calm and quiet. On this
particular evening, although surrounded by
a metropolitan area with more than 400,000
people, all remained eerily quiet. Only the
light patter of rain drops smacking into the
canvas top that covered our heads broke the
silence as we anchored to fish near a fallen
tree on the Alabama River.
“Even with the city right there, catfish don’t
get much pressure on this river,” remarked
Mike Haney, a professional catfish angler
from Perkinston, Ms. “During the day,

Professional catfish anglers, Michael Haney,
left, from Perkinston, MS and Rodney
Crimm, from Ecru, MS, show off a trifecta
of a blue cat, channel cat and flathead from
the Alabama River near Montgomery, AL.
(Photo by John N. Felsher)
boating traffic affects fishing. Catfish tend
to drop down to deeper water when motors
keep going over them, especially the bigger
outboards. At night, we can target big catfish
practically anywhere we want to go and don’t
need to compete with many other anglers.”
In the quiet darkness, catfish come out of
their holes to more aggressively hunt for prey.
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NIGHT MOVES
With about 10,000 taste buds per square inch
of its skin, a catfish swims through the water
like a giant tongue tasting everything. Catfish
sensors can detect minute food particles
or scents from long distances even on the
blackest nights in the muddiest waters.
Moving up Shallow
“During a summer day, catfish go under
cover or in deeper holes where the water is a
little cooler,” Haney explained. “At night, fish
are on the move and feeding. When they are
on the prowl for baitfish and other things to
eat, catfish move up shallow. Bait tends to
stack up around sandbars and ledges close
to deep water. During the night, instead of
looking for deep holes, we look for places
like a flat or a sandbar near a hole. We’ll fish
the sandbar and the ledges around the deep
water.”
Day or night, how to catch catfish remains
essentially the same. Aggressive fish will
find a tempting bait. However, to catch nonaggressive fish, anglers must put succulent
baits right in front of their noses. In the
darkness, anglers can move a little closer
to prime cover without spooking fish, a good
thing since they frequently need to get as
close as possible at night.
“In the darkness, we try to get a little tighter
to structure than during the daytime because
we can’t see as well at night,” advised Rodney
Crimm, a professional catfish angler from
Ecru, Miss. “In the day, we can see the bait
traveling through the air and stop it where
we want it to land, but at night, we can’t see
it as well. At night, we look for some woody
structure or a steep drop-off. We want to
catch fish coming up out of deep holes where
they spent the day.”
Many Lighting Options
Obviously, night fishermen need good
lighting to see cover and do their rigging.
In the old days, fishermen used hand-held
flashlights or gasoline lanterns. However,
lighting technology improved in recent years,
making fishing after dark much easier.
Many LED or “light-emitting diodes” give off
excellent brightness in smaller packages with

Rodney Crimm was pleased with this
Alabama River flattie. He enjoys the night
fishing and having the river all to himself
and his partner. (Photo by John N. Felsher)
less heat than other forms of illumination. In
addition, LED lights don’t seem to attract as
many insects as other lights, a major plus
when fishing on a hot summer evening.
Anglers can also use LED or other headlamps
to keep their hands free. Always use just
enough light to perform functions and only as
long as necessary.
Boaters could permanently install light
fixtures in strategic places or set up temporary
lights. Battery-powered LED strips come in
many sizes and configurations for people to
attach to their boats and equipment. Some
lights come with magnets so anglers can
stick them to any metallic surfaces. Other
anglers put Velcro strips where they want to
hang temporary lights. Anglers can also use
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plastic zip-ties to secure lights to boat parts
or other gear.
“Anyone who plans to do a lot of fishing at
night needs to get some good lights,” Crimm
recommended. “Putting LED light strips along
the back of the boat where the rod holders go
gives anglers a big help. They don’t put off
too much light, but enough that we can see
bites on the rods.”
Some boats come equipped with plug-in
running lights that people can stow out of
the way when not needed during the day.
For fishing off the boat stern, anglers could
plug the white stern light into the socket
where the red and green bow lights normally
go when running the boat in the darkness.
With the brighter stern light placed in such a
way, it provides enough illumination to see to
fish, but the bright light attracts bugs to the
other end of the boat, leaving anglers less
bothered. A note of caution, power lights with
a separate battery or system rather than the
engine starting battery or don’t keep lights

Big blues like this are not unusual on the
Alabama River. At night they are more likely
to come from shallow water where they go
to feed. (Photo by John N. Felsher)
shining all the time for too long.
Lights and Bells
Any rods or rigs that catch catfish during
the daytime can catch cats at night. However,
some night fishermen attach small bells to
their rod tips. These bells jingle when a fish
takes the bait. Others add small glowsticks
to their rod tips to make them more visible
or some combination of bells and glowsticks.
Anglers can even buy entire rods that glow in
the dark or some with glowing tips specially
made for night fishing. In addition, some lines
come in tints that become more visible at
night so fishermen can spot nibbles easier.
“We fish at night pretty much the same as
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we do during the day, except when we get to
where we want to fish at night, we set up two
LED pods attached to T-bars to help us see,”
Haney said. “We shine them off the back of
the boat so we can see our rods and where
we’re throwing. We use B’n’M Silver Cat Elite
and Silver Cat Magnum catfish rods with
Abu Garcia 6500C reels with 40-pound-test
for the main line and 50-pound-test for the
leader. We use 8/0 to 12/0 Flathead Fever
circle hooks. With circle hooks, we just let the
fish take the bait and start reeling it in.”

“…we try to get a little tighter to
structure than during the daytime...”

Midnight to Dawn
For bait, all the traditional daytime
enticements work just as well after dark. Blue
and channel catfish eat practically anything
they can find—day or night, but some anglers
prefer to use live fish at night because the
creatures give off vibrations that predators
can detect. Flatheads typically prefer live
bait, but the voracious predators will also grab
fresh fish strips or chunks. Also, flatheads
generally become much more active in the
evening when even the most popular public
waters see the least activity.
“We usually fish from right before dark until
an hour or two after dawn,” Crimm detailed.
“As the water cools during the night, fish
become more active. We’ve had times when
we started fishing at 6 p.m. and didn’t catch
a fish until midnight. Then, we didn’t catch
another fish until 3 a.m. From 3 a.m. to dawn,
we caught the most fish.”
At night, safety becomes even more
paramount than during the day. When
running the boat, wear a personal floatation
device and use a kill switch. Don’t run too
fast with limited visibility. However, with a
few precautions, good lights and plentiful

Flatheads like the one Michael Haney holds
here can be caught in the daytime too, but
they have the reputation of being easier to
catch at night. (Photo by John N. Felsher)
bug spray, anglers can often spend many
enjoyable evenings fishing the best honey
holes in more comfortable temperatures with
little disturbance, except when big fish grab
the baits.
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Why We Catfish

A Guest Editorial by Brandon Whaley

Learning for today, teaching for tomorrow.

M

y name is Brandon Whaley and I am 27
years old. I am from a small town called
Ayden located in North Carolina. I have
been actively catfishing for the last few years.
Growing up, my Pa would take me to the
creek just about every weekend and that is
where my love for fishing began. My small
town is surrounded by two large bodies of
water, the Neuse River and the Tar River,
which is where I do most of my fishing.
I have always had a passion for fishing
but the first time I went catfishing I knew it
was something I wanted to continue to do.

Whaley (L) fishes often with his friend
and tutor, Brent Townsend. Townsend
was a huge influence in getting him into
tournament fishing.
Catfishing is like no other fishing that I have
ever experienced. Starting out, I caught a
couple of smaller catfish in the 10- to 15-pound
range and I was hooked!
Every trip my goal was to catch a bigger
catfish than before. But seeing as I was just
starting out, I didn’t know everything I needed
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to know about catfishing.
One day while in our local bait store, Stoney
Creek Outfitters in Grifton, NC, I was asking
the owner, Thomas Dew about catfishing. I
wanted to know the things that I would need.
Thomas made sure to help me out as much as
he could but recommended that I contact Mr.
Brent Townsend a local fisherman in the area
that is passionate about catfishing.
As most people know, it takes a while to
gain another person’s trust enough for them
to take you fishing, especially to or around
their “spots.” After months of talking to Mr.
Townsend about catfishing, he finally agreed
to take me catfishing with him. He was willing
to show me the ropes so we made plans to go.
I would have to say that night was one of
the best nights of my life and another part of
the reason that I am hooked on catfishing. I
landed my personal best catfish that night, a
21-pound blue catfish.

When his regular tournament partner is not
available Whaley and his fiancé, Jennifer
House, fish tournaments together.
From that night on, the catfish fever got
even higher. I had Pipe Dreams Custom
Welding build me a custom rod rack for my
boat. And I purchased eight matching rods
and reels made by Catch the Fever.
Also, from that night on me and Brent
became great friends as well as tournament
fishing partners. Over the years fishing
together we have had some great weigh-ins
for tournaments and have won quite a few.
Our best weigh-in together with three fish was
101.4 pounds.
It is very important to promote catch-photorelease (CPR) fishing if we want to have
trophy catfish in the future. The size of the fish
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doesn’t matter, we have to take care of all of
them.
I try to impress on others how important CPR
is to me because I want future generations to be
able to catch big fish too. I am always looking
to beat my personal best weights which are a
43-pound flathead and a 41-pound blue.
When I am not on the water fishing, I
am constantly educating myself on ways to
improve my skills so that I can be the best
fisherman I can be. The next thing is sharing
what you learn with others.
I often have people ask me how I specifically
target each species. When they ask, I will
share all I know about fishing except for my
“spots”. The only way our future generations
are going to know how to fish is if we share
our experiences and our knowledge. Then,
we enjoy watching those that we have helped
catch the fish that they are targeting.
I have a few memorable catfishing moments
that I enjoy sharing with others. The first is
when my tournament partner, Brent, invited
me to fish our very first tournament together.
I was so nervous that night, but I ended up
catching my personal best blue cat weighing
in at 41 pounds. Together we weighed in 101.4
pounds in three catfish.
The next memory was when my fiancé,
Jennifer House, and I fished a tournament
together because my fishing partner was
unavailable to attend that weekend. It was
the first tournament I had fished without my
normal tournament partner.
The tournament was a benefit tournament
for a young girl that has cancer. There were
26 other boats that fished that weekend but
we came in first with a total of 106 pounds in
3 fish. The weight included my new personal
best flathead at the time, weighing in at 40
pounds.
The last memorable moment I want to
share was a night that my dad and I went
catfishing just for fun. We started out the night
landing a 37 pounder and not even an hour
later I landed my new personal best flathead,
weighing in at 43 pounds. That was an exciting
night, especially to have my dad there to share
it with me.
I have always enjoyed the outdoors but to

In late May 2019, Whaley and House
claimed the top spot in the 1st Annual
Grifton Volunteer Fire Department Catfish
Tournament (Leg 1) with 81.4 pounds.
me nothing is more relaxing than putting the
boat in the water, casting out the rods, and
listening to Mother Nature while enjoying the
beauty she has to offer.
Catfishing can go from one extreme to
another, but nothing is greater than watching
that rod slam down and fighting to get that big
fish in the boat. I can’t wait to be able to share
my knowledge of fishing with my children one
day. I can only hope that all our children will be
able to appreciate the wildlife and all it has to
offer the same way that we appreciate it now.
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- Brandon Whaley
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CATFISH CLUBS

Corrections or additions contact us at catfishnow.com

CLUB

Link

ALABAMA CATFISH SERIES
ALL AMERICAN CATFISH TOURNAMENTS
BIG SIOUX CAT ANGLERS
BASS PRO CABELA’S KING KAT TOURNAMENT TRAIL
CATFISH CHASERS TOURNAMENT SERIES
CATFISH CONFERENCE
CATFISH NATION OUTDOORS
CATFISH MAFIA
CENTRAL MISSOURI CATS
CENTRAL TEXAS CATFISH TRAIL
CHATTAHOOCHEE HILLJACK CATFISHING
CHICK FIGHT
CUMBERLAND RIVER CATMAN’S ASSOCIATION
FISHIN BLUES
FLATHEAD BLUES ON CHANNEL 2
GET-N-HOOKED
HOLD’EM HOOK CATFISH TRAIL
ICATS
INDIANA CATFISH
J.K.V. CATFISHING TOURNAMENT TRAIL
KANAWHA RIVER CATFISH CLUB
KERR LAKE MADKATTERS
M&J CATFISH WAR
MICHIGAN CATFISH ANGLERS TRAIL
MISSISSIPPI CATFISH TRAIL
MISSISSIPPI RIVER MONSTERS
MONSTERS ON THE OHIO
OHIO VALLEY CATFISHING
OLD DOMINION CATFISH CLUB
RED RIVER VALLEY CATFISH LEAGUE
REEL DEAL EXTREME CATFISHING
SCHEELS BOUNDRY BATTLE CATFISH TOURNAMENT
SOUTHEASTERN CATFISH CLUB
SOUTHEAST NEBRASKA MO RIVER CATFISH CLUB
SOUTHWEST OHIO CATFISH CLUB
TNT CATFISHING
TENNESSEE RIVER CATFISH CLUB
TRI STATE KATS
TRI-COUNTY CATFISH ASSOCIATION
TUG-N-JUGS
TWISTED CAT OUTDOORS
WEST TN CATFISH ANGLERS

FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
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CATFISH CALENDAR
(Fishermen, check with club/association for exact dates, changes, cancellations and rules.)

AUG
AUG
AUG
AUG
AUG
AUG
AUG
AUG
AUG
AUG
AUG
AUG
AUG
AUG
AUG
AUG
AUG
AUG
AUG
SEPT
SEPT
SEPT
SEPT
SEPT
SEPT
SEPT

17th
17th
17th
17th
17th
17th - 18th
18th
18th
23rd - 24th
24th
24th
24th
24th
24th - 25th
25th
31st
31st
31st
31st
6th - 7th
7th
7th
7th - 8th
7th - 8th
7th - 8th
8th

CATFISH MAFIA TOURNAMENT SERIES
CUMBERLAND RIVER CATMAN’S ASSOC.
MICHIGAN CATFISH ANGLERS TRAIL
OHIO VALLEY TOURNAMENT SERIES
TWISTED CAT OUTDOORS
CENTRAL MISSOURI CATFISH
SOUTHEAST NEBRASKA MISSOURI RIVER
SOUTH WEST OHIO CATFISH CLUB
CABELA’S KING KAT TOURNAMENT TRAIL
BIG SIOUX CAT ANGLERS
INDIANA CATFISH ASSOCIATION
KERR LAKE MADDKATTERS
MICHIGAN CATFISH ANGLERS TRAIL
CATFISH CHASERS TOURNAMENT SERIES
FLATHEAD BLUES
CENTRAL TEXAS CATFISH TRAIL
MISSISSIPPI CATFISH TRAIL
OLD DOMINION CATFISH CLUB
REEL DEAL EXTREME CATFISHING
CABELA’S KING KAT TOURNAMENT TRAIL
BIG SIOUX CAT ANGLERS
MICHIGAN CATFISH ANGLERS TRAIL
CATFISH CHASERS TOURNAMENT SERIES
ICATS
REEL DEAL EXTREME CATFISHING
SOUTHEAST NEBRASKA MISSOURI RIVER

SUSQUEHANNA RIVER/GOLDSBORO
DYERS CREEK BOAT RAMP
ST JOE RIVER
STEUBENVILLE MARINA
CAPE GIRADEAU
JEFF CITH NOREN ACCESS
INDIAN CAVE STATE PARK
NEW RICHMOND BOAT RAMP
OHIO RIVER
BIG SIOUX
TANNERS CREEK
KERR LAKE
GRAND RIVER
CALAMUS
HOOVER RESERVOIR
BELTON
DESOTO LAKE
HOPEWELL MARINA
TBD
ILLINOIS RIVER
SIOUX CITY IA PUBLIC RAMP
KALAMAZOO RIVER
PERRY LAKE
RED ROCK
RISING SUN
BROWNVILLE
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NIGHT
CLUB
TRAIL
SERIES
CLUB
CLUB/NIGHT
CLUB
CLUB
SUPER
TRAIL/NIGHT
POINTS 7 NIGHT
NIGHT
TRAIL
CLASSIC
CLUB
TRAIL/NIGHT
TRAIL
NIGHT
CLUB
SUPER
FALL CLASSIC
CLASSIC
SERIES 2-Day
CHAMP
OVRC
CLUB

Tournament
Tournament Results
Results

JULY 10th

RED RIVER VALLEY CATFISH LEAGUE
LAFAVE PARK

1. Wysock/Morrison
2. Burthold/Klocek
3. Lunski/Guadjtes

25.55
25.35
25.34

BIG FISH
1. Kalt/Stannard

JULY 13th
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

16.59

CATFISH CHASERS TOURNAMENT
WOLF CREEK

Kraus/Eigenman
Smith/Kennedy
Parks/Fischer
Britt/Mayer
Horn/Meiers

120.25
113.65
90.5
83.7
81.2

BIG FISH
1. Smith/Kennedy

JULY 13th
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

39.15

FISHIN BLUES
LAKE ELLSWORTH

Terry Alexander
Edward Miller
Roger Carper
Tim Orr
Bob Johnson

JULY 13th

22.14
19.12
19.04
18.01
12.12

BIG SIOUX CAT ANGLERS
BIG SIOUX RIVER

1. Brent Kurtz/Allison Kurtz/Travis
Deeds
2. Jay Jensen/Jordan Jensen
3. Riely Voght/Dave Pithan
4. Chris Baines/Kyle Baines
5. Todd Cannon/Logan Lueders

45.1
36.71
30.1
29.9
29.5

BIG FISH
1. Norman Schrimmer

45.11
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JULY 13th
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

INDIANA CATFISH ASSOCIATION
LAKE HARDY

Chris/Shawn
Jeff/James
Fud/Josh
Morriss/Floyd
MS/Terry

46.3
38.3
23.6
22.5
21.6

BIG FISH
1. Chris/Shawn

JULY 13th

37.2

M&J CATFISH WAR TOURNAMENT TRAIL
GORDON LAKE

1. Marty Highnote/Chandler Highnote/Dennis Parker
2. Ronnie Dixon/Joshua Peterman
3. Caleb Downing
4. Donnie Fountain
5. Lonnie Fountain/Dawn Fountain

137.2
118.12
111.54
109.8
107.14

BIG FISH
1. Lee Adams/Chad Bowen

JULY 13th

39.14

TRI-COUNTY CATFISH ASSOCIATION
CHILLICOTHE

1. Ken Luttrell/Jim Morrison
2. Mike Kuehl/Kassi Kuehl/Tim
Kuehl
3. Pete Moreland/Mike Flaherty/
Dan D
4. Dan Kennedy/Jeremie Barton
5. Joe Yuvan/Mike Yuvan

59.9
48.7
48
43.75
43.35

BIG FISH
1. Ken Luttrell/Jim Morrison

JULY 13th - 14th

18

CENTRAL MISSOURI CATS
Glasgow

1. Cody Thompson/Kelly Monnig/
Carter Thompson
2. Dale Smith/Daniel Jacobs
3. James Webb/Tad Pittman
4. Ben Korte/John Suttner
5. Michael Glazier/Elliot Reidl

28
26.06
12.15
12.14
4.15

BIG FISH
1. Cody Thompson/Kelly Monnig/
Carter Thompson
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Tournament Results

JULY 20th

ALABAMA CATFISH SERIES
ROLAND COOPER

1. Lee Fore/Courtney Bumpers
2. Brian Taylor/Gary Richey
3. Judson Akin/Kate Akin

46
37.3
32.6

BIG FISH
1. Lee Fore/Courtney Bumpers

JULY 20th

27.3

CATFISH MAFIA TOURNAMENT SERIES
LONG LEVEL

1. Rob Hildebrand
2. Andrew Lentz
3. Evan Mover
4. Steve Fraddosio
5. Jesse Roberts and Rodger Sauder

111
101
94.6
76
65.6

BIG FISH
1. Rob Hildebrand

JULY 20th

40.8

CUMBERLAND RIVER CATMAN’S ASSOC.
CUMBERLAND CITY

1. Ken Harris/Kevin Speaks
2. Jamie/Randall

71.95
68.1

BIG FISH
1. Ken Harris/Kevin Speaks

JULY 20th

42.35

MICHIGAN CATFISH ANGLERS TRAIL
KALAMAZOO RIVER

1. Sam Kirk/Kenny Back
2. Mike Allersman/Anthony Sheldon
3. Tyler Myer/Brandon Hylarides
4. Lloyd Tanner/Tony Borowski
5. Zack VanderSloot/Taylor VanderSloot

68.2
61.8
55.5
51.3
45.3

BIG FISH
1. Sam Kirk/Kenny Back

31
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JULY 20th

OHIO VALLEY CATFISHING
BRIDGEWATER RIVERSIDE

1. Clifford McElroy/Richard Morrison
2. Eric Tustin/Joe Granta
3. Bill Mechilies/Ryan Davita
4. Tom Chaffin/Mikey Flinn/Mike
Flinn
5. Jeff Foster/Jim Shaw

53.3
37.1
36.85
36.6
33.15

BIG FISH
1. Frank Murton/Dan Casano/Joe
Kornick

JULY 24th

29.9

RED RIVER VALLEY CATFISH LEAGUE
LAFAVE PARK

1. Lunski/Lunski
2. Srnsky/Stewart
3. Nelson/Nelson

33.76
31.34
30.66

BIG FISH
1. Rowland/Lietz

JULY 24th

20.7

BIG SIOUX CAT ANGLERS
BIG SIOUX

1. Darrell Carter
2. Stacey Rabey/Jarett Heyl
3. Riley Vogt/Jaret Byers
4. Troy Hemmelrick/Lane Hemmelrick
5. Steve Toft

109.03
40.08
30.14
24.04
24

BIG FISH
1. Darrell Carter

JULY 27th

82.07

INDIANA CATFISH ASSOCIATION
Monroe Lake

1. Stephan Felcher/Cliff Riggins
2. Andy Williams/Rhy Eubanks
3. Jeff Schmeltz/Johnny Marshall
4. Bradley Wagler/Jeffery Yoder/
Marvin Wagler
5. Abe Tallon/Shawn Tolson

153.5
123
109.5
97.8
82.4

BIG FISH
1. Stephan Felcher/Cliff Riggins

65.7
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JULY 27th

SOUTH WEST OHIO CATFISH CLUB
TANNERS CREEK

1. Willie Smith/Stacie Smith
2. Vince Nadosky/Stephen Hannan
3. Tim Mulvhill/Grant Wilson

64
51
44

BIG FISH
1. Willie Smith/Stacie Smith

AUGUST 3rd

27

CABELA’S KING KAT TOURNAMENT TRAIL
ROCK RIVER

1. Stan Bennett/John Rudecki
2. Tom Walker/Clint Walker
3. Joe Dyer/Dan Dippel
4. Tyler Richards/Matt Dennison/
Brent Dennison
5. Drew McKenna/Terry McKenna

56.2
42.36
41.82
37.7
37.54

BIG FISH
1. Tyler Richards/Matt Dennison/
Brent Dennison

34.3
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AUGUST 3rd

FLATHEAD BLUES ON CHANNEL 2
HOOVER RESERVOIR

1. Joe Hatfield/Kyle Gibney
2. Ron Hughes/Donald Hughes
3. David Funk/Chris Macri
4. Amanda Johnson/Amber Houston
5. Joe Auckerman/Ted Auckerman

32.6
19.8
18.2
10.8
8.2

BIG FISH
1. Joe Hatfield/Kyle Gibney

AUGUST 3rd

19.2

MICHIGAN CATFISH ANGLERS TRAIL
SAGINAW RIVER

1. Adam Weigold/George Glidden
2. Tyler Meyer/Brandon Hylarides
3. Lloyd Tanner/Tony Borowski/Rob
Jancaric
4. Sam Ferguson/Jarvis Ewing
5. Mike Allersma/Ezra May

63.2
37.4
22.5
19.1
18.1

BIG FISH
1. Adam Weigold/George Glidden

AUGUST 3rd - 4th

25.9

TWISTED CAT OUTDOORS
STUMP ISLAND

1. Brian Saunders/Boomer Wilson
2. Ben Korte
3. John Spatafora/Craig Shoemake
4. Josh Whittaker/Jason Hudnut/
Chad Hayden
5. Sam Pratt/Richard Smith

125.18
79.7
44.54
42.21
42

BIG FISH
1. Brian Saunders/Boomer Wilson

AUGUST 7th

82

RED RIVER VALLEY CATFISH LEAGUE
NORTH LANDING

1. Morrison/Orr
2. Snobl/Snobl
3. Kostrewski/Kostrewski

33.28
32.8
32.42

BIG FISH
1. Bernier/Gregoire

19.5
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AUGUST 10th
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

BASS PRO CABELA’S KING KAT
MISSISSIPPI RIVER

Sam Brooks/John Raines
Larry E Spillers/Larry Muse
Zed Moore/Josh Moore
Roy Harkness/John Godwin
Carl Morris Jr/Rob Parsons

151.94
145.64
142.46
128.00
127.04

BIG FISH
1. Sam Brooks/John Raines

AUGUST 10th
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

68.94

INDIANA CATFISH ASSOCIATION
NEW ALBANY

Holding/Wood/Williams
Holcomb/Mitchner
Han/Tutorrow
Like/Like
Elder

110.7
72.8
54.3
45.6
41.6

BIG FISH
1. Holding/Wood/Williams

AUGUST 10th

41.2

M&J CATFISH WAR TOURNAMENT TRAIL
GORDON BOAT RAMP

1. Nathan Peterman/Joshua Peterman
2. Mark Johnson/Donna Johnson/
Roger
3. Tiff Thompson/McKinley
4. Danny Alan Clark/Michael Clark
5. Dan Laube

88.12
80.4
75.1
71.12
69.1

BIG FISH
1. Nathan Peterman/Joshua
Peterman

36.4
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Beat the heat. Fish at night.
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